Dear EUPHAnxt subscribers,

Welcome to Vienna 2016 special edition of EUPHAnxt Flash. This Flash is focused on the upcoming 9th European Public Health Conference “All for Health – Health for All” that will be held in Vienna, 9-12 November 2012. EUPHAnxt is working on a wide range of activities and events for its subscribers. Here we present some of them. More information can be found in our new Facebook group.

Summary

1) Vienna city guide
2) EUPHAnxt workshops and skills building seminars;
3) Meetings and social events;
   a. EUPHAnxt annual meeting (Thursday 10.11.2016 12-13:00);
   b. Social event for students and young professionals;
4) EPH 2016 Conference App;
5) Be visible: put a EUPHAnxt logo on your poster;
6) EUPHAnxt gadget;
7) EUPHAnxt Twitter account.

1. Vienna city guide

With the help of our Austrian partners, EUPHAnxt created a useful Vienna city guide for the EUPHAnxt subscribers that will attend the EPH Conference. Fancy a burger before, during or after the conference? Listen to some good live music? Visit some museums? Here you can find all the information you need to enjoy the beautiful city of Vienna.
2. EUPHAnxt workshops and skills building seminars

As introduced in the previous EUPHAnxt Flash, EUPHAnxt co-organises four skills building seminars and workshops in Vienna:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Organizers</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Thu 10th   | EUPHANxt, Young Forum, Gastein, EuroNET, MRPH | Skills building Seminar: “Social Media for Public Health”  
Media for Public Health Actions – Maximising the use of Social Media Tools” | This workshop aims to provide EPH participants with an overview into the possibilities of Social Media for Public Health in combination with hands-on skills training in applying and using Social Media in the everyday life of a professional. It consists of two highly interactive parts: 1) social media - what’s in it for public health, and 2) skills-building in applying social media for public health professionals in everyday life. |
### Thu 10th 17:40-18:40

**EUPHAnxt and Austrian Public Health Association**

**Skills building:**

“**Scientific speed networking: expand your personal scientific network**”

Many public health issues can be better targeted on international level than on national level alone. To become “part of the international game” it is important for young scientists to create a personal network. This is why the purpose of this workshop is to meet other public health professionals, learn about current research projects and ideas and explore and learn about new career opportunities.

### Fri 11th 11:10-12:40

**EUPHA (Health Technology Assessment section) and EUPHAnxt**

**Skills building Seminar:**

“**Capacity building for a successful HTA team: the value of HTA in the PH agenda**”

Health Technology assessment (HTA) is increasingly used in European countries to inform decision- and policy-making in the health sector. This skills building seminar is an opportunity to start building HTA capacity and debating the actions required for this purpose. The seminar will start with an overview presentation of methods and application of HTA, followed by a case study on a specific public health problem which will be used to promote an interactive discussion of the audience on several questions/issues.

### Sat 12th 11:10-12:40

**EUPHAnxt and EUPHA (Ethics in Public Health section)**

“**50 shades of grey in scientific integrity**”

Researchers are passionate about science, and doing it right. Science is what keeps us going – the curiosity for how the world is built and how things come to exist – and if we want to explore that, we have to do it in a good way. That means methodologically and ethically good. The objectives of this workshop therefore are to recognise ethical issues in daily research practice, discuss opportunities to deal with ethical issues in research and to understanding and apply the principles of good research.

### 3. Meetings and social events

a) **EUPHAnxt annual meeting** (Thursday 10.11.2016 12-13:00)

Don’t miss the EUPHAnxt annual meeting on **Thursday 10 November from 12.00-13.00**. All subscribers are welcome to join this event and discuss EUPHAnxt activities.
b) **Social event for students and young professionals**

EUPHAnxt is organizing an informal get-together for students and young professionals together with our Austrian partners. As last year, the event will take place after the welcome reception, on **Thursday 10th of November 21:00**, at **Einstein**, a pub next to the Vienna City Hall (Wiener Rathaus) where the Welcome Reception takes place. The entrance is free, and drinks and food can be purchased there. Don’t miss the opportunity to meet public health students and early career professionals from all over the world! More information will follow, stay updated in the EUPHAnxt Facebook group.

4. **EPH 2016 Conference App**

We are proud to announce that for the first time ever, EPH Conference will have a Conference Mobile App. This App, which is available on iOS (iPhone, iPad) and Android via the App Store and Google Play respectively, will help you make the most out of the conference through its information-rich schedule, guides and networking features.

Create a profile and get networking!

The landing page for the EPH 2016 App is available on: [https://attendify.com/app/suscjp/](https://attendify.com/app/suscjp/)

If you want to make your life easier just scan the following code and you will be directed to the app install page suited specifically to your device.

You can also look for ‘EPH 2016’ in the Apple App Store or Google Play Store.
5. **Be visible: put a EUPHAnxt logo on your poster**

Do you want to be recognised as EUPHAnxt subscriber? Put our logo on your poster!

EUPHAnxt invites all subscribers, who will present a poster at the EPH Conference, to add the EUPHAnxt logo on it. The aim is both to advertise EUPHAnxt and to make participants aware of the importance of students and early career professionals in the production of scientific work. You can find the EUPHAnxt logo on the EUPHAnxt webpage, or copy it from here:

![EUPHAnxt logo]

6. **EUPHAnxt gadget**

How to recognize a EUPHAnxt subscriber during the EPH Conference? It’s easy, thanks to the EUPHAnxt ‘identifyers’ that can be picked up at the EUPHA stand.

7. **EUPHAnxt Twitter account**

Follow the @EUPHAnxt Twitter account in order to stay updated on all the initiatives of EUPHAnxt before, during and after the conference!

We are looking forward to seeing you in Vienna!

Best regards,

Emma Honkala, Tjede Funk and Giacomo Scaioli, EUPHAnxt Coordinators

Follow us! [Facebook](#) [Twitter](#) or go to the [EUPHAnxt page](#)
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